Thieves Quarrel 2 (Battle Cards) (The Social Workshop)

DescriptionThieves Quarrel 2The Social
WorkshopBattle Cards was created to turn
an ordinary deck of playing cards into a
brand new and exciting game that people
of all ages can enjoy. Allow yourself to be
drawn into the fantasy world weve created
and battle against friend and foe alike.
Playing the game is easy. All you need is
one deck of playing cards and this
instructional manual. Choose exciting
pre-made characters, or use your
imagination to create your own characters,
each with their own bonuses and penalties,
special attacks and devastating spells.
Collect the spoils of war with each win and
start that quest to become the paragon of a
true warrior. Not everyone has what it
takes to reach those lofty heights. Do
you?Theres no honor among thieves.
Thieves Quarrel is about to prove that
when a number of thieves and assassins
descended upon the same location. Theyre
not about to start working together, and the
first man to reveal himself, will most likely
be the first to fall. Will it be you to make
the first move? Or will it be the person next
to you, grinning wildly at you like they are
privy to some secret information?This
standalone expansion includes 4 new bonus
characters and ups the play count to a
minimum of 2 players and a maximum of 8
players. It is not required to purchase the
original game as this updated manual
contains the full version of the
game.Number of Players: 2 - 8Estimated
Playing Time: 45 Minutes
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